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Abstract: Upgrading engineering of inland simple backward port facilit ies is urgent and of great significance in the 
aspect of economy and society. Port facilit ies adaptability evaluation is the foundation work of the research on 
upgrading strategy. Based on Anhui inland simple back ward port facilit ies upgrading strategy research,  AHP is 
introduced in the analysis of port facilit ies adaptability evaluation indicator system. The weights of 40 evaluation 
indicators are obtained through establishing an AHP structure model, constructing judgment matrixes, checking 
consistency, and calculating combination weights. By combining the analysis of relevant relationships between the 
indicators, 16 indicators are selected as in dicators of port facilit ies adaptability evaluation system. The research 
results lay the foundation for the upgrading strategy research on Anhui inland simple backward port facilit ies, which 
can be an essential reference for similar projects. 

1 Introduction

Inland water transportation is an important part of 
comprehensive transport system and water resource 
utilizat ion and management system, and it  is an essential 
part of basin economy because of large freight volume, 
low transportation cost, less ground demand, less energy 
consumption, and less pollution. Yangtze River, Huai'he 
River and Xin'an River cut through AnhuiProvince, 
forming a natural advantage of water transportation. 
However, some ports lack systematic plan and scientific 
management, which  results  in the inefficient utilizat ion of 
some inland river shoreline resources. Especially for the 
600 simple backward berths with 500-ton level or below 
500-ton level along the branches of three large drainage, 
the development level fall behind the development status 
of local economy and Anhui economy. These simple 
backward ports have already become negative factor 
blocking the transformation of Anhui economy. 

Based on the development status of Anhui in land 
simple backward port facilities, port facilities adaptability 
evaluation system is established to evaluate the ability of 
port facilities to adapt the change of external environment 
factors and to keep pace with port development needs. In 
order to confirm the main indicators of port facilit ies 
adaptability evaluation, AHP is introduced to determine 
the weights of all the evaluation indicators, which is in  
support of selecting several relat ively important indicators 
from many ind icators proposed. AHP is an effective 
multi-target decision method combin ing qualitative 
analysis with quantitative analysis, which is a common 
method with easy calculation and clear results [1-2]. 

A lot of researches have been done with AHP in  port 
management,green port development, port logisticand 

some other relevant areas. Mabrouki C et al analyzed the 
problem of operational risk management in port  terminal 
with AHP method[3], P. Zhang et al studied the evaluation 
indexed system of dangerous good logistics port with 
AHP[4],Y. Xie et al developed the port ecological 
suitability evaluation model with AHP[5].

AHP is also widely adopted in indicator management 
system and decision-making system [6-8] and it is often 
combined with other methods for instance, expert consults 
and fuzzy set theory.Chiu.R revealed top five priority 
attributes of green port operation with Fuzzy  AHP 
model[9].F. Zhu et al evaluated the function of the port 
logistics with AHP- FCE model[10]. Nevertheless, fewer 
literatures have been published on the port facilit ies 
adaptability evaluation system. 

In this paper, MATLAB software  is adopted to 
programmat ically deal with judgment, analysis and 
calculation process of AHP in order to conveniently 
confirm the weights of port facilities adaptability 
evaluation indicators and to lay the foundation for the 
analysis of indicator selection results. The research results 
by AHP can be a valid reference for establishing port 
facilities adaptability evaluation system. 

2 Basic rules of AHP

AHP is a weight decision method proposed by an 
American scholar named Saaty, T. L in the 1970s. AHP is 
characterized  by making the highest goal hierarchy and 
resolving the goal hierarchy into s mall targets in the 
bottom h ierarchy according to the influence indicators, 
which makes the decision method more convenient. The 
method combines quantitative analysis with qualitative 
analysis, using the experience of the decision makers to 
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judge the relat ive importance of each  target, which can be 
effectively used in some problems difficult to adopt 
quantitative method[11-13]. The basic ideas of AHP are 
as follows: 

(1)According to the properties of the problem and the 
total target expected to reach, the influence indicators of 
the decision-making problem are listed. Moreover, an 
ordered hierarchy is established on the basis of the 
connection, interaction and membership between the 
indicators to obtain a multilevel analysis model, which  
methodizes the decision-making problem.  

(2)The subjective judgments of indicator importance 
are reflected in quantitative way, based on which, 
judgment matrix is set up by comparing each indicator in  
the same hierarchy. 

(3)The weights of indicators in each hierarchy are 
calculated by mathematical method. 

(4)Through the comprehensive analysis of the 
hierarchies from low to high, the weights of indicators in 
the bottom hierarchy which are relat ive to the highest goal 
are calculated. The weight of the indicators represents the 
importance of each indicator, determining the important 
indicators which influence the highest goal. 

3 Basic steps of AHP

3.1 AHP structure model establishment 

The premise of establishing an AHP structure model is to 
fully understand the problem to be solved, grasp the scope, 
the indicators of the problem and the relationship and 
membership of these indicators. On this basis, the 
involved indicators of the problem are classified, and an 
AHP structure model figure is shown as Figure. 1. 

Figure 1. AHP structure model.

3.2 Judgment matrix construction 

In general, the relative importance of each indicator in 
indicator hierarchy to criterion hierarchy is different, and 
the relative importance of each indicator in criterion 
hierarchy to the highest goal is different. The relative 
importance of two indicators is difficu lt to determine, 
therefore, through comparing these indicators in  pairs, 
judgment matrix can be constructed according to the 
scale which describes the importance. The judgment 
matrix reflects the relat ive importance of indicators in  the 
hierarchy to the specific indicator in the upper hierarchy, 
which is the basic ground for making decision. 

Supposing that the indicator Ak of the upper hierarchy 
is relevant with n indicators (B= {B1, B2, …… , Bn}) in  
the lower h ierarchy, and bij represents the importance of 
indicator Bi to Bj when considering indicator Ak, all 
comparison results can be shown as matrix B=(bij)n×n in 
Table 1. According to the characteristic of judgment 
matrix B, bij>0, bii=1, bij=bji(i, j=1,2,…,n).

In order to quantify the comparison, the scale method 
of 1~9 is introduced as shown in Table 2 on the basis of 
research conclusion proposed by psychologists that the 
ultimate ability of people in distinguishing the 
informat ion level is 7±2. The value of bij can be 2, 4, 6 or 
8 if the relat ive importance is between the levels. The 
reciprocal is the result of two indicators in  reverse 
comparison. 

Table 1.Matrix B=(bij)n n 

Ak B1 B2 …… Bj …… Bn

B1 b11 b12 …… b1j …… b1n

B2 b21 …… …… ……
…… …… …… …… …… …… ……

Bn bn1 …… …… Bnj …… bnn

Table 2.Scale method of 1~9 

Comparing Bi
with Bj

Equally 
important

Weakly 
important

Obviously more 
important Demonstratively important Absolutely 

important
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bij 1 3 5 7 9

3.3 Consistency check of Hierarchical single 

arrangement 

The hierarch ical single arrangement weight is the order 
weight of indicators in this hierarchy to an indicator in  
the upper hierarchy. Firstly, the characteristic vector 
solution (W= [W1, W2, W3, …… , Wn]T) of the judgment
matrix (B= [bij]n×n) is calcu lated. Then, the weight (C= 

[C1, C2, C3,…… , Cn]T) is obtained by normalizing the
characteristic root solution. 

(1) 

For the problem with many indicators and large scale, 
due to the complexity of the thing and the one-sidedness 
of people’s cognition, the judgment matrix is not 
necessarily completely consistent. If the judgment matrix 
is not completely consistent, mark judgment B as B’ and 
the maximum characteristic root ( ) obtained from 
characteristic equation ( ) is bigger than n, 
and the bigger is, the more serious the inconsistent 
degree of B’ is. In this situation, the characteristic vector 
corresponding to  is not a true reflect ion of the 
influence weight of indicators (B= {B1, B2, …… , Bn}) in  
this hierarchy to the indicator in the upper hierarchy. The 
following indicators need to be calcu lated in  order to 
check the consistency of Hierarchical single arrangement: 

Consistency indicator: 

(2)

If CI 0, the maximum characteristic root is expected 
to be slightly bigger than n and the other characteristic 
roots are expected to be close to 0, then, the judgment 
matrix is considered to be consistent. In order to provide 
specific measure indicator, the mean random consistency 

indicator (RI) is introduced to judge whether the 
judgment matrix is consistent. 

Mean random consistency indicator: 

(3) 

The values of mean random consistency indicators 
can be found in Table 3[14]. 

Table 3.Mean random consistency indicator. 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
RI 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45

When CR<0.10, the hierarchical single arrangement is 
considered to be consistent, otherwise, ad justments 
should be made for the judgment matrix. In the case of 
n=1 or 2, CR is only formal and it needs no checking. 

3.4 Consistency check of Hierarchical total 

arrangement 

For obtaining the combination weights of indicators in a 
certain hierarchy to the highest goal and the interaction 
between these indicators and the indicator in  the upper 
hierarchy, the weights of indicators in  this hierarchy are 
calculated by using the arrangement results and the 
combination weights of the indicators in the upper 
hierarchy. In other words, the weights of all indicators in 
a certain hierarchy to the highest goal are calculated, 
which is called hierarchical total arrangement. 

There are m indicators (A1, A2, …… , Am) in hierarchy 
A, and the weights are a1, a2, , am respectively.
There are n indicators (B1, B2,……, Bn) in the lower 
hierarchy B , the hierarchical single arrangement  weights 
of them are known as b1j, b2j, ……, bnj. If Bk is not 
relevant with Aj, then bkj=0. The hierarchical total 
arrangement weights can be obtained by following the 
hierarchical total arrangement matrix shown in Table 4.

Table 4.Hierarchical total arrangement weights of hierarchy B 

A
B

A1 A2 Aj Am Weight of 
hierarchy

a1 a2 aj am

B1 b11 b12 b1j b1m

m

j 1j
j=1

a b

B2 b21 b22 b2j b2m

m

j 2j
j=1

a b
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Bn bn1 bn2 bnj bnm

m

j nj
j=1

a b

Hierarchical total arrangement consistency indicator 
of hierarchy B is shown as Equation 4, where CIj is 
hierarchical single arrangement consistency indicator of 
hierarchy B to indicator Aj, and RIj is mean random 
consistency indicator of hierarchy B to indicator Aj. 

(4)

Similarly, hierarchical total arrangement is consistent 
if CR<0.10. Otherwise, judgment matrix needs 
adjustments. 

3.5 Indicator combination weight calculation 

The geometric method[15]can be adopted in the 
calculation of matrix weight. The steps are as follows: 

(1) Calculate the product of all elements in every row 
in the judgment matrix: 

(5) 

(2) Calculate n-th root of mi ( ):
(6)

(3) Calcu late the maximum characteristic root ( )
of matrix B: 

(7) 

The weight of indicator h ierarchy can be calculated 
with the weight of criterion hierarchy B. Assuming that 
the relative weight of criterion h ierarchy B  to goal 
hierarchy A is , and the relat ive
weight of indicator h ierarchy C  to criterion hierarchy Bi

is , then the relative weight 
(Wi) of indicator hierarchy C to goal hierarchy A can be 
obtained: 

, ,……,
. 

4 Determination of Anhui inland port 
facilities adaptability evaluation 
indicator weight

In the process of researching upgrading strategy of Anhui 
inland simple backward port facilities, port facilities 
adaptability evaluation system should be established to 

evaluate the adaptability for all the port facilities, and 
judge their development level to lay the theoretical 
foundation for proposing the batch-upgrading scheme. 
Several representative indicators are chosen from those 
initial indicators when establishing port facilities 
adaptability evaluation system. These representative 
indicators should cover every criterion hierarchy, and the 
starting point is “keep to the point” and “from point to 
area”, which is significant in choosing relatively 
important and representative indicators. 

AHP is adopted to deal with expert scoring data, and 
MATLAB functions and matrix calculation are used in  
the input and creation of judgment matrix with loop 
structure to checking  the consistency of judgment matrix. 
The weights of all indicators in indicator hierarchy to the 
goal hierarchy are calcu lated when the judgment matrix is 
consistent. The program flow chart of AHP is shown as 
Figure.2. The weights of indicators of criterion hierarchy 
(port classificat ion throughput and capacity) and the 
checking result of single arrangement consistency are 
shown in Table 5, and the final weights of all the 
indicators are shown in Table 6. 

Start

Input hierarchy number: m

Input indicator number in 
hierarchy i:  i=1,2, ,m

Input judgment matrix

Check consistency

Save characteristic root 
and characteristic vector

Hierarchy number=m

Output indicator weight

Finish

i=i+1

N
Y

Y
N

Hierarchical total 
arrangement

Figure 2.Program flow chart of AHP. 

According to the calculation results listed in Table 6, 
in criterion hierarchy, port economy, port classification 
throughput and capacity, port coastline efficiency and 
port energy consumption are the 4 indicators that have 
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most influence on port facilities adaptability evaluation, 
which also means they determine port development level. 
In indicator hierarchy, profit margin  of the cost and 
expense, port throughput, net assets return ratio and 
energy consumption of every 10000-ton goods mark the 
highest weight, and these 4 indicators reflect the essence 
of port facilities adaptability evaluation d irectly. Among 
these 4 indicators, profit marg in of the cost and expense, 
port throughput and net assets return ratio represent port 
economy development level, and energy consumption of 
every 10000-ton goods represents port energy 
consumption efficiency. 

According to the weight values of indicators to the 
goal hierarchy listed in Table 6, weight contribution 
threshold value of these indicators to the goal hierarchy is  
taken as 85%, and the weight contribution sum of 16 
indicators whose weights are relatively  larger is 
86.16%.(0.1995+0.1176+0.1155+0.0560+0.0546+0.0510
+0.0459+0.0350+0.0320+0.0252+0.0243+0.0221+0.0221
+0.0221+0.0221+0.0166=86.16%). Considering the 
correlation analysis of these indicators, 16 evaluation 
indicators are chosen as follows: port safety, port 
usability, channel level, energy consumption of every 
10000-ton goods, energy consumption of every  
10000-yuan income, operation capacity, checked capacity, 
port throughput, throughput of unit shoreline length, 
shoreline length of every 10000-ton capacity, berth 
capacity utilization, berth operation rate, berth utilization, 
productivity of staffs, profit margin of the cost and 
expense and net assets return ratio. 

Compare the 16 selected main valuation  indicators 
with indicators in Table 6, it can be found that the main  
evaluation indicators selected by AHP have a wide 
coverage: they involve 6 of the all 8 criterion h ierarch ies. 
Moreover, these selected indicators contain main  
valuation contents such as port safety, port throughput, 
port shoreline efficiency and port  economy, which means 
they consist of those major problems in port facilities 
adaptability evaluation.   

The development reality of Anhui ports and 
quantification valuation operability of these indicators 
should be taken into consideration to make some 
fine-adjustments in the determination of port facilities 
adaptability valuation indicators. The fine-adjustments 
are helpfu l for the perfection of port facilities adaptability 
evaluation system, which makes its results provide 
scientific guidance for port facilities batch-upgrading 
scheme in the future. 

5 Conclusions and suggestions  

(1) AHP is a concise and practical decision-making 
method. On the basis of expert scoring, the weights of 
port facilities adaptability  evaluation indicators can be 
determined. AHP is used to combine qualitative judgment 
with quantitative judgment and trans form a mult i-criteria 
and multi-objective problem into a multi-h ierarchy and 
single objective problem, whose calculation is simplex 
and results are clear.  

(2) AHP is adopted in selecting port facilities 
adaptability evaluation indicators. With MATLAB 
programming calculat ion and analysis, 16 relatively  
important and representative evaluation indicators are 
chosen, which lay the foundation for establishing port 
facilities adaptability evaluation system in the future. 

(3) The development  reality o f Anhui ports and 
quantification valuation operability of these indicators 
should be taken into consideration in the determination of 
port facilities adaptability valuation indicators. On the 
basis of expert scoring  data, the weight of port facilities 
adaptability evaluation indicators are determined and port 
facilit ies adaptability evaluation indicators are selected 
with AHP. The research method and research results can 
be an essential reference for decision making of port 
navigation management department.  

(4) A cmprehensive model such as fuzzy-AHP 
method are supposed to be conducted in the future to 
improve the quality of the evaluation system. 

Table 5 Port classification throughput and capacity indicators.

Port classification 
throughput and 

capacity 

Designed 
capacity 

Checked 
capacity 

Operation 
capacity 

Port 
throughput Weight: iω  

Designed capacity 1 1/3 1/5 1/7 0.06 

Checked capacity 3 1 1/3 1/5 0.12 
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Operation 
capacity 5 3 1 1/3 0.26 

Port throughput 7 5 3 1 0.56 

λmax=4.12; CR=0.0438, matrix is consistent 

iω —Normalization weight 

Table 6 Final weights of indicators. 

Goal Criterion Indicator Weight 

Port facilities 
adaptability 

valuation 

Hydraulic structure 
0.090 

Berth structure and level 0.0117 

Berth depth 0.0027 
Port technical state 0.0054 

Port safety 0.0459 
Port usability 0.0243 

Channel and ship 
type 
0.022 

Channel level 0.0166 

Ship type 0.0034 

Port classification 
throughput and 

capacity 
0.208 

Designed capacity 0.0126 
Checked capacity 0.0252 

Operation capacity 0.0546 
Port throughput 0.1176 

Handling operation 
0.046 

Classification loading machinery allocation 0.0020 

Classification loading machinery capacity and 
production  0.0030 

Loading machinery property and technical state  0.0050 

Loading efficiency 0.0100 

Ship average efficiency 0.0050 
Ship average amount 0.0050 

Time of loading a designed ship 0.0100 

Time of ship in port when loading every 100-ton 
goods 0.0100 

Port energy 
consumption 

0.096 

Energy consumption in loading goods  0.0120 

Energy consumption of every 10000-yuan income 0.0320 

Energy consumption of every 10000-ton goods 0.0560 

Port coastline 
efficiency 

0.167 

Port shoreline length 0.0034 
Shoreline condition and level 0.0085 

Berth number and length  0.0085 
Berth utilization 0.0221 

Berth operation rate 0.0510 
Throughput of unit shoreline length 0.0221 

Shoreline length of every 10000-ton capacity 0.0221 

Real value of unit coastal resource 0.0085 

Berth capacity utilization 0.0221 

Port warehouse and 
yard 

Capacity 0.0010 
Effective area 0.0024 
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0.023 Storage quota of unit area 0.0064 
Average storage capacity 0.0026 
Average storage amount 0.0064 
Average storage period 0.0012 

Port economy 
0.348 

Productivity of staffs 0.0350 
Profit margin of the cost and expense 0.1955 

Net assets return ratio 0.1112 
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